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Rachel Oudit [00:00:04] Learn the different systems of justice and community services to 

make a positive difference in society in our Justice Studies program.  

 

Rachel Oudit [00:00:13] Our courses allow you to observe theories related to justice, law 

and other related fields. We then take those theories and work with you to apply them to 

real life situations. Practice forensic techniques with a law enforcement professional in a 

CSI room and work with your classmates to investigate a staged crime scene. Take part in 

a mock trial in class, and even practice making arrests on your classmates.  

 

Rachel Oudit [00:00:39] Use everything you learned in over 200 hours of community 

service across two placements; ranging from the Ministry of the Attorney General to police 

services, law offices, and even advocacy groups such as Yonge Street Mission. Your 

placements will give you a test drive for what's to come and the connections you need to 

succeed in a career in justice.  

 

Rachel Oudit [00:01:00] Get well equipped to pursue any area in the justice field from 

working in law enforcement to graduate school to law school. Our graduates now work in 

police services and border services, corporate investigations, major banks such as RBC 

and probation, and some have even gone on to become teachers and others have gone on 

to pursue their master’s degrees and even obtained their doctorates. Many of our graduates 

also have gone on to Canadian law schools such as Osgoode, Ottawa and U of T.  

 

Rachel Oudit [00:01:30] Whether you'll be working in enforcement, law, government or 

going to graduate school to fine tune your expertise, this program will ensure you have the 

knowledge you need to succeed.  

 

Gianluca [00:01:41] Being able to learn the legal side of law and the enforcement side of 

law is extremely unique. So being able to go to a class and learning about you know why is 

the law the way it is, and then going to another class, practicing an arrest on a fellow 

classmate, putting both the theory and practical together to give us that overall experience 

that I wouldn't get anywhere else.  



 

Gianluca [00:02:00] Right now, my future career aspiration is to hopefully become a 

lawyer. But more importantly to me, I know that regardless of what career path I choose in 

the Justice Studies field that the program here at the university has helped and really 

prepared me for my future.  

 


